Demystifying the
world of
OPEN ACCESS
Green, Gold, Platinum?
No wonder many authors think publishing open
access is time consuming, confusing, expensive.

It doesn’t have to be…
We work closely with our communities to help
demystify the world of open access and to help
you find a publication model that meets your needs.

We offer a range of open access options to suit your budget, funder or
institutional mandate, payment preference and your need to publish open
access research quickly.

What is Green Open Access (self-archiving)?
GREEN
OPEN ACCESS

Our green open access route offers all Emerald journal
authors the option to make their research openly available,
free from payment and embargo periods.

As soon as we’ve published your article, you can post the AAM/Post-print…

•
•
•
•

on your personal website
on your company or institutional repository
on subject repositories
on Social Collaboration Networks (SCNs) that have signed up to the Voluntary STM
Sharing Principles
• with individuals requesting personal use
• for teaching and training within your institution, and as part of your grant applications
or theses/doctorate submissions
Authors may post the version of the article that was submitted to the journal (pre-print) to
the above resource, at any time.

What you can’t do with your SMUR/Pre-Print or AAM/Post-print is….

•
•

deposit in the repository of another institution
systematically upload a collation of Emerald articles across repositories

JARGON
BUSTER!

Submitted Manuscript Under Review (SMUR) or Pre-print = This is the
version of the article you submitted to the journal i.e. prior to peer review.
Author Accepted Manuscript (AAM) or Post-print = This is the version
of the article accepted for publication i.e. after peer review. This is your
copy, not the final publisher version.
Version of Record (VOR) = The final, published version of your article.

What is Gold Open Access?
GOLD
OPEN ACCESS

If an author is required, by their funding body or institution, to make
the branded Publisher PDF (also known as the “Version of Record”)
freely available immediately upon publication, the author has
the option to publish their article via the gold open access route,
following payment of an article processing charge.

Why choose Gold Open Access?

•

•
•

•
•
•

If you need to make the branded Publisher PDF (“Version of Record”) freely available
immediately upon publication, you can publish your article via the gold open access
route, following payment of an APC. Some funding bodies require this i.e. the
Wellcome Trust.
Choosing
	
the gold open access route will guarantee that your article is made open
access upon the official date of publication.
If
	 you publish gold open access, it will be under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 License. This means that not only will your article be freely available for
anyone to read….it also grants everyone unrestricted permission to use, distribute and
reproduce your article in any medium, providing of course that the original author (you)
and source (the journal) are credited.
You
	
can publish gold open access in any Emerald journal, via the following routes
Hybrid:
	
All Emerald subscription journals are what is often referred to as ‘hybrid’ and
offer authors the option of publishing gold open access. Simply select the open access
option when you upload your paper on S1M manuscripts.
Fully
	
open access journals – Pretty self-explanatory. All articles published in fully open
access journals are…open access.

For both the hybrid and fully open access options you will be required to pay an APC, but
will only be sent the invoice once your article is accepted (i.e. following peer review). You
can check the APC for all our journals on our APC pricelist.

But who pays for the APC?

•
•

APCs
	
are usually covered by the grants received from research funding agencies, or by
an institutional open access budget.
In
	 some cases, we have partnered with national consortia bodies to offer authors free
APC vouchers. To check if you are eligible see our open access partnerships page.

For our fully open access journals, we also consider waivers for authors who are unable
to access funding to pay the APC. You can check if you are eligible for a waiver on the
Emerald Reach homepage.

JARGON
BUSTER!

APC = Article Processing Charge.
Hybrid = A subscription journal that offers authors the option to publish
their article open access.
Fully open access journal = a journal where all articles are published
open access.

What is Platinum Open Access
PLATINUM
OPEN ACCESS

This is similar to gold open access, in that the final version
of the published article (VOR) is published open access.

BUT…
Instead of individual authors paying an APC, all costs associated with publishing in these
journals are sponsored by a third party i.e. university, association, society.
So, there is no cost to the author.

STILL
KEEN TO
KNOW
MORE?

Contact us on openaccess@emeraldgroup.com

